THE INNOVATORS IN SURFACE PREPARATION

BHG180-SM7 HAND HELD GRINDER
Ø 180 MM

COMPACT & HIGH ENDURANCE CONCRETE GRINDER
The BHG180-SM7 is a 180mm concrete grinder with excellent
dust control, ideal ergonomics and optimized power
characteristics for fast grinding results. The double handle
assembly is anti-vibration rubber mounted for the operators
comfort and ideal for vertical surfaces. The dust skirt has a spring
suspension to allow it to follow irregularities in the work surface
and a swiveling dust port to ensure the best possible dust
collection. This hand held grinder is equipped as standard with
an open/closed dust shroud for edge grinding. The speed is
adjustable to suit various operating conditions.

kg

L,B,H

5,75 KG
246 MM | 280 MM | 325 MM
3.200 - 6.500 RPM
2,2 KW | 230 V | 50/60 HZ | 16 A
FORWARD (PUSH)
CONCRETE | STONE | ASPHALT | ELASTIC MATERIALS

The motor uses sophisticated electronic control circuitry, which
includes soft start, overload, and constant speed electronics for
even speed under all load conditions. This results in an excellent
finish.
You can use the optional floor grinding trolley for fatigue-free
floor grinding from a standing position. The BHG180-SM7
hand held grinder is almost dust free when connected to the
appropriate Blastrac dust collection system.

USER FRIENDLY
Easy to manoeuvre, minimum vibrations and a user friendly control
panel. The double handle makes it easy to keep control over the
machine. Plug and grind!

WIDE RANGE OF TOOLS AVAILABLE
Our hand held grinders are compatible with the wide range of Diamag
diamond grinding tools. This allows you to use the machine for a wide
range of flooring applications.

ONE SINGLE GRINDING HEAD
The single grinding head allows all the pressure of the machine to be
distributed onto the one diamond disc in use. This makes the machine
perfect for ‘aggressive’ grinding.

PERFECT FOR INDUSTRIAL FLOORING
The combination of the centered pressure and long lasting diamond
tools make these machines perfect for simultaneously removing old
coatings and levelling floors.

DUST FREE WORKING ENVIRONMENT
Every Blastrac hand held grinder has to be connected to a Blastrac
industrial dust collector. This means that you are able to work dust free,
creating a safe working environment.

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
Our hand held grinders, like any other Blastrac machine, do not use any
chemicals or waste valuable drinking water.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.BLASTRAC.EU
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BHG180-SM7 OPTIONS
BDC-1133PM
BDC-1133PHC

AGP02990202-004-005

DUST COLLECTOR

FLOOR GRINDING

BHG180-SM7-DHC
DUST COVER COMPLETE

TROLLEY

BG707107BL
BG707108GR
BG707106RD

BG707109
BG707110
BLACK GRINDING

BG716180AR03
BG716180AR02
BG716180AR01

DIAMOND CUP

CUP WHEEL Ø180 MM

ARROW CUP WHEEL

WHEEL Ø180 MM

Ø180 MM

BG716180B03
BG716180B02
BG716180B01

BG707198
BG707198SR
BPCDG-CW180

BG500108

BOOMERANG CUP

PCD CUP WHEEL

#80/100

WHEEL Ø180 MM

Ø180 MM

E01401

BG707125

CFA1133-SA-1

TURBO CUP WHEEL

TURBO CUP WHEEL

4 M SUCTION HOSE

Ø180 MM

Ø180 MM

Ø36 MM

#35/45 24 SEGMENTS

#35/45 12 SEGMENTS

TURBO CUP WHEEL
Ø180 MM

